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ON THE REALIZATIONAND CLASSIFICATION
OF SYMMETRIC ALGEBRASAS COHOMOLOGY RINGS
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Abstract
In this note, we prove that every algebra of the form £[o.o„]
®
P[pt,
. ,p„] that is an unstable algebra over the mod p Steenrod algebra./) an odd

prime, that satisfies
ßa, = p,,

deg p, 3E 0 ( /» ),

i = \,...

,n,

arises as the cohomology of at least one topological space. Moreover, we show that
the classification of such algebras is implicit in the work of Adams and Wilkerson

and Clark and Ewing.

Let p be a prime integer. The question of which graded polynomial algebras can
be realized by the Z/p cohomology of a topological space has been solved in the
nonmodular case (i.e. the case where none of the polynomial generators has a degree
divisible by p ) by the construction of Clark and Ewing [6] and the classification of
Adams and Wilkerson [1]. Taken together these results may be interpreted as
follows. Suppose, given an unstable polynomial algebra over the mod p Steenrod
algebra (see [1, 14] for terminology) P[px,...,pn], where p\ deg p,-, i — 1,... ,n. Then
there exists a finite p-adic generalized reflection group G < GL(«; Zp) of order
prime to p such that

P[p„...,p„]-F(F)C
where V '■= Z/p 9Z (Zp)n, the action of G being via reduction
GL(n, Z/p), and there is a topological space X(V, G) such that

G -» GL(n; Zp) —

H*(X(V;G);Z/p)^P[p„...,Pn]
as algebras over the Steenrod algebra, where V : = (Zp)".
In this note we consider the analogous situation for unstable symmetric algebras
over the Steenrod algebra of the form
E(o],...,on)9P[p],...,Pn],

where p is an odd prime, and the mod p Bockstein acts via /3a, = p,; ;' = 1,... ,n,
and the nonmodular condition holds:

degp, zO(p),

/ = I,...,».
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For such algebras we provide the complete analog of the Clark and Ewing and
Adams and Wilkerson results. Specifically we will prove

Theorem. Let p be an odd prime and
S* = E[ox,...,on]9P[pl„..,pn]

an unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra, where

ßo, = P,

deg p. ^ 0 mod p

i= \,..

,n.

Then there exists a finite p-adic hyperplane group G < GL(«;

Zp) of order prime to p

such that
P[px„..,pn]^P(V)C

where V := Z/p 9Z (Zp)". Moreover there is a topological space Y(V; G) such that

H*(Y(V,G);Z/p)^S*
as algebras over the Steenrod algebra.

This generalizes [2, §2] for the case n = 1. For the proof we require a number of
preliminary maneuvers. We begin with the construction of the space Y(V,G)
associated to a finite p-adic hyperplane group G < GL(F; Zp).
N.B. Given a mod p hyperplane group G < GL(F; Z/p) one can induce a free
action of G on the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(V, 1); here V : = (Z/p)". Since
H*(K(V,\);Z/p)^E[ux,...,un]9P[ßux,...,ßun]

it is tempting to form the orbit space K(V, \)/G,
group G of order prime to p is

whose Z/p cohomology for a

(E[ux,...,u„]9P[ßul,...,ßun])C.

However, it is not usually the case [8, 4, Exercise 3, pp. 135-136] that such rings of
invariants are again symmetric algebras. Therefore a different approach is needed to
construct Y(V; G). The crucial observation is to use an idea of Quillen [7, §1], and
the construction of certain self-maps of X(V; G) explained in [13].
Notations and Definitions. Let G < GL(«; Zp) be a finite subgroup. Set

V:= Zp®"..®Zp
regarded as a (7-module and let X(V; G) be the space constructed by Clark and
Ewing [6]; that is, let G act freely on K(V,2) via the representation and set

X(V; G) = K(V,2)/G.
If k E Z/p is a p-adic integer, let
Xk: V^V\Xk(v)

= kv,

so Xk is just left multiplication k. By [8] Xk induces a unique homotopy class of maps

Vk := X(Xk): X(V; G) - X(V; G).
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The induced map (¥*)*:

H2d(K(V,2);

Z/p)

is easily seen to be multiplication

by

A:d.Therefore by restricting to

H*(X(V; G); Z/p) - H*(K(V,2); Z/pf
we see that

(**)*(ft)

= kd'Pi,

2d, = degp„

i=\,...,n.

Define the space Yk(V, G) by the cartesian square

Yk(V;G)

(y)

i

X(V;G)P

-»

X(V,G)P

(i.**)

M

X(V,G)PXX(V,G)P

where the subscript p denotes the Bousfield-Kan [5] functorial p-adic completion,
and A is the diagonal map. Our immediate goal is to compute H*(Y(V, G); Z/p)
under the usual assumptions, viz, that G is generated by pseudo reflections and
p 11 G | . The reason for passing to p-adic completions is simply this. Note that
tt,( X( V, G)) — G is by hypothesis a finite group of order prime to p. Therefore by [5,
VIII. 3.2] X( V, G)ß is simply connected and the natural map

H*(X(V,G)p;Z/p)

-H*(X(V,G);Z/p)

is an isomorphism. Therefore

H*(X(V;G)p;Z/p)^P[p],...,p„]^P(V)°
where V = Z/p 9Zp V and Ii;=, deg p, = 2" \ G \ .
Consider the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence of the fibre square (Y) [9]. This

gives

Er^H*(Y(V,G);Z/p),
E2 = TorP[p^Plp](P[p],P[p]),

where p '■= (p,,...

,pn). The action of P[p] 9 P[p] on the right-hand variable is via

the multiplication p: P[p] 9 P[p] -> P[p]. The kernel of u is the Borel ideal

(p, 9 1 - 1 9 p,.Pn9

1 - 1 9 pn)

and so some change of rings arguments (see [9, Part I, 3 or 10] for this sort of
argument) imply
E2^H{P[px,...,pn]9E[ox.on];d}

where

do, = (l-kJ)p,,
Set r, = vp(\ - kJf,
Proposition

2d,. = deg Pl.,

i:=.l,. ..,#!.

so that 1 - kd' = prql where (q,, p) = 1. One has

1. With the notations preceding

E[°..o„]9P[Pi.p„]
H*(Yk(V;G);Z/p)
and ßr(o,)

(°,<P,k = 0)

= p,, r, ^ 0.
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The preceding discussion shows

E2*E[ox.o„]9P[Pl.p„]/(a„p,|r,

= 0),

where the bigradings are given by

bidegp, = (0,2d,),

bideg a, = (-\,2d,),

i=\.n.

The usual argument [10] then shows that E2 = Ex with no extension problem. The
behavior of the Bocksteins can be determined as in [7, §3, Lemma 5]. D
Of course, choosing k = p + 1 we see that i»(1 — ( p + \)J) = 1 for any integer d
relatively prime to p. Thus we have

Corollary

2. With the notations preceding we have

H{Ykp(V;G);Z/p)^E[oi.a„]9P[Px.p„]
where P[p.p„]

- P(V)C and

ßo, = p,,
To see that we have constructed

i=l.n.

D

enough spaces to prove the theorem we note

Lemma 3. Suppose p an odd prime, and

S*-= F[t,,...,tJ®F[p,,...,pJ
is an unstable algebra over the Steenrod algebra. Set

P*-=

S*/(tx.T„)-F[p,.pj.

Then P* is an unstable algebra over the algebra of reduced powers.

Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that the ideal (t,,...,t„)
is closed under the
action of the algebra of reduced powers. By the Cartan formula it is sufficient to

check Ph¡ E (t,, ... ,t„), 1 < i; *i n, for ally. But PJ is of even degree and t, is of odd
degree. Therefore Ph, must be a linear combination of monomials, each one of
which is divisible by at least one rk, or P\ = 0. In any case Pht E (t,.t„)
as
required. D
Proof of Theorem. By Lemma 3 F[p,,...,pJ
is an unstable algebra over the
algebra of reduced powers. So by [1] there is a finite p-adic hyperplane group
G<GL(n;Zp)
of order prime to p such that P[Pi,...,Pn] — P(V)C where
V '■= Z/p 9Z (Z )". Corollary 2 now completes the proof. D
Remarks. By utilizing maps X(f): X(V, G') -» X(V", G") induced by morphism
[13, 12] /: (V, G") — (V",G") one can construct topological spaces whose Z/p
cohomology has the form

S*:= F[t,,...,tJ®F[p,,...,pJ,
degp, sO(p),

degr, z-1

mod p

when /3t,,. . .,ßr„ E F[p,,.. .,p„] are an ESP sequence generating
closed under the 9* action.
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